Serum response factor (SRF) mediates immediate early gene (IEG) and cytoskeletal gene expression programs in almost any cell type. So far, SRF transcriptional dynamics have not been investigated at single-molecule resolution. We provide a study of single Halotagged SRF molecules in fibroblasts and primary neurons. In both cell types, individual binding events of SRF molecules segregated into three chromatin residence time regimes, short, intermediate, and long binding, indicating a cell type-independent SRF property. The chromatin residence time of the long bound fraction was up to 1 min in quiescent cells and significantly increased upon stimulation. Stimulation also enhanced the long bound SRF fraction at specific timepoints (20 and 60 min) in both cell types. These peaks correlated with activation of the SRF cofactors MRTF-A and MRTF-B (myocardin-related transcription factors). Interference with signaling pathways and cofactors demonstrated modulation of SRF chromatin occupancy by actin signaling, MAP kinases, and MRTFs.
T he transcription factor (TF) serum response factor (SRF) governs essential gene expression programs crucial to almost any cell type (1) (2) (3) . This was revealed by Srf-directed mutagenesis in mice uncovering important SRF functions during embryogenesis, skin, liver, heart, muscle, and neuronal function (2, (4) (5) (6) . One underlying SRF function in these organs is regulation of cell contractility and actin-based motility processes such as adhesion, migration, and cell growth (2) . In addition, SRF conveys stimulus-dependent gene expression induced by growth factors, serum, and synaptic activity (3) . SRF-directed genes fall into two major programs: cytoskeletal genes and immediate early genes (IEGs) (2, 3) . SRF is the prototypical TF to connect Rhoactin cytoskeletal dynamics with a transcriptional response. Here, SRF interacts with MRTF (myocardin-related TFs, MRTF-A and MRTF-B) cofactors to govern expression of genes encoding for actin cytoskeletal proteins such as actin isoforms (Acta1, Acta2) and cytoskeleton-associated proteins (2) . Further, SRF mediates the cellular IEG response, resulting in transient up-regulation of, e.g., c-Fos, Egr1, and Arc already several minutes after cell stimulation (4, 7). SRF's pivotal role in IEG induction was demonstrated in SRF-deficient neurons that failed to induce many IEGs upon neuronal activation stimuli such as epileptic seizures or acute stress (8) (9) (10) (11) . Besides MRTF cofactors, SRF is coupled to TCF (ternary complex factors) partner proteins through MAP kinase signaling (2, 3) . Both MRTFs and TCFs substantially contribute to serum-induced IEG induction, although both compete with each other for SRF binding (12, 13) .
As with many TFs, including SRF, traditional models of TF function considered a rather static mechanism of TF−DNA interaction. This invokes stable TF binding to promoters already before and also after cell stimulation. For instance, classic genomic footprinting demonstrated constitutive SRF promoter occupancy at the c-Fos gene independent of the activation status (14) . In contrast, chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) data revealed inducible SRF binding at a majority of target genes upon serum (15) or neuronal stimulation (8) . However, global methods such as ChIP might produce false-positive interactions (16, 17) and are still constrained by averaging over a multitude of cells and thereby not being able to resolve subpopulation TF binding events with different dynamics. Several techniques, including FRAP (Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching) and FCS (fluorescence correlation spectroscopy), were employed to investigate dynamic TF properties of individual populations (18) . Another powerful technique for investigating TF binding dynamics is single-molecule tracking (SMT), bearing the advantage of measuring TF binding dynamics one molecule at a time (19) (20) (21) . By applying these techniques in living cells, it was found that observed binding events of many TFs do not show a uniform behavior but segregate into different binding time regimes. To study TFs at single-molecule resolution, fusion proteins with specific tags, such as the HaloTag, that can be labeled with photostable organic dyes are analyzed in living cells. Such fusion proteins are monitored using light-sheet microscopy such as Highly Inclined and Laminated Optical sheet (HILO) microscopy (22) . Here, molecules are selectively excited in a thin optical section, thereby increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. Up until now, live
Significance
How transcription factors (TFs) activate transcription is a longstanding but still unsolved question. We analyzed serum response factor (SRF), a stimulus-responsive TF mediating immediate early gene (IEG) and cytoskeletal gene expression at single-molecule resolution. Cell stimulation enhanced SRF activity by increasing the number of long chromatin-associated SRF molecules in an oscillating pattern. Further, stimulation enhanced the SRF chromatin residence time, and SRF binding events segregated into three distinct residence time regimes (short, intermediate, and long bound). In summary, our singlemolecule imaging study reveals highly dynamic and diverse SRF interactions with DNA. Thus, cell stimulation regulates TF activity by several interconnected mechanisms including nucleus− cytoplasm shuttling, TF phosphorylation, cofactor recruitment, and extension of chromatin residence time and enhancing chromatin-bound TF numbers.
cell SMT studies have been performed with a few different TFs, including p53, CREB, Sox2, Oct4, c-Myc, STATs, and steroid receptors (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) . These studies determined important parameters of TF dynamics, including chromatin residence times and chromatin-bound fractions. So far, most SMT studies identified two distinct residence time regimes of TFs, namely a short and a long binding fraction. Depending on the respective binding position on chromatin, TF binding events either lasted for several hundred microseconds (short binding fraction) or for several seconds (long binding fraction). It is important to note that TFs are not constitutively restricted to one binding regime but switch between, e.g., short and long binding states. Residence time of the long binding fraction varied depending on TF, cell type, and SMT experimental setup; however, the average residence time for the long binding fraction reported so far typically lasted a few seconds (e.g., 10 s to 15 s for p53 or Sox2; refs. 28 and 33) . This TF fraction corresponds with transcriptionally active subnuclear domains (34, 35) and-for Sox2-predicted cell location within the four-cell embryo (36) , thereby pointing at a functional relevance of this population. Besides residence time, a second parameter of transcriptional dynamics analyzed by SMT is the fraction of chromatin-bound molecules. Typically, the bound fraction of a TF population ranges between 10% and 40% of all molecules (28, 31) . So far, most TF parameters were determined in basal conditions, and the impact of cell stimulation on single-molecule TF dynamics was not studied intensively. Single reports available showed little impact of neuronal stimulation on CREB residence time (27) whereas irradiation and hormones prolonged p53 (28) and GR/ER (24, 25, 30) residence times, respectively.
In this study, we provide a first SMT analysis of SRF employing two different cell types: fibroblasts and primary hippocampal neurons of mice. We investigated the impact of cell stimulation, providing detailed temporal resolution profiles of the long bound SRF fraction for two stimuli. We used serum and the growth factor BDNF (brain-derived neurotrophic factor), both established stimuli enhancing SRF activity in fibroblasts and neurons, respectively (15, 37) . Our data for SRF resolved a surprisingly long average residence time, in the seconds to minute range, that was even further extended upon stimulation. The fraction of long bound molecules was rapidly augmented by stimulation within 20 min and reached a further peak at around 60 min after stimulation. In addition, our SMT data in fibroblasts and neurons argue for the presence of three distinct SRF residence time regimes, including short, intermediate, and long bound SRF molecules.
In summary, we provide further support for highly dynamic properties of TFs revealing alterations of residence times and binding fractions of SRF upon stimulation.
Materials and Methods
Cloning of Halo-SRF and Stable Cell Line Generation. To observe SRF chromatin binding events in living cells, we cloned the WT murine Srf sequence (UniProtKB Q9JM73) or the murine Srf αI helix mutant (38) with four amino acid substitutions (corresponding to the human amino acid exchanges at positions L155T, Y158H, T159V, and T166H; synthetized by Genecust) into a lentiviral expression vector (24) . The pLV-TetO construct contained the Halo sequence under the control of a Tet-inducible minimal CMV promoter. After inserting the Srf sequence, the vector was used to generate an NIH 3T3 cell line stably expressing N-terminally tagged Halo-SRF fusion proteins via lentiviral transduction (3T3 Halo-SRF cells). The N terminus has no obvious functional domain and was chosen since the C terminus harbors the transactivation domain (TAD) and we wanted to avoid any interference of TAD function by the HaloTag. Leaky expression of the noninduced construct was sufficient for all experiments, since low expression levels were required for resolving single molecules.
Quantitative Real-Time PCR. We isolated total RNA with the ISOLATE II RNA/ DNA/Protein kit (Bioline) according to manufacturer's instructions. Reverse transcription was performed with 1 μg of RNA (NIH 3T3) or 0.5 μg of RNA (neurons) using random hexamers and reverse transcriptase (Promega). We performed quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) on a Light Cycler 480II (Roche) with the Power SYBR green PCR master mix (Takara). Each sample was pipetted in doublets, and threshold cycle (Ct) values were calculated by the LC480 II Software. Expression was determined in relation to Gapdh RNA levels. Primer sequences are provided in SI Appendix, Table S1 .
ChIP. ChIP was performed according to the protocol of Nelson et al. (39) using 10-cm dishes of NIH 3T3 Halo-SRF cells; 2 μg/mL of anti-HALO (rabbit polyclonal; Promega) or IgG antibody (rabbit polyconal; Santa Cruz) were used for each IP. After purification of DNA (PCR purification kit; Qiagen), 2 μL of each IP and input were subjected to qPCR. Ct values obtained from HALO or IgG ChIP were normalized to the respective input values. Primer sequences are provided in SI Appendix, Table S1 .
Single-Molecule Live Cell Imaging. HaloTag labeling. NIH 3T3 Halo-SRF cells were plated on heatable ΔT culture dishes with 0.17-mm glass bottoms (Bioptechs) the day before imaging. After attachment, we labeled the cells with 25 pM tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) ligand (Promega) or 0.8 pM to 1.0 pM silicone rhodamine (SiR) ligand (kindly provided by Kai Johnsson, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland) to ensure single-molecule resolution by keeping the overall labeling density low. After labeling, cells were starved overnight in DMEM/0.05% FCS at 37°C/5% CO 2 . Immediately before imaging, the starving medium was exchanged by phenol red-free OptiMEM/10% FCS to stimulate cells or by phenol red-free OptiMEM/0.05% FCS to investigate the binding behavior in starved cells. Cells were measured for a maximum of 120 min, and temperature was controlled by the Delta T5 μ-Environmental Culture Dish Controller (Bioptechs). Primary hippocampal neurons were prepared as described above and cultured for 3 days in vitro. Right before imaging, cells were labeled with 3.1 pM SiR ligand in NMEM/B27 for 15 min at 37°C/5% CO 2 and allowed to recover in NMEM/B27 for 30 min at 37°C/5% CO 2 . Neurons were imaged in phenol red-free NMEM/B27 + 5 μg/mL of gentamycin. To stimulate cells, 10 ng/mL of BDNF was added to the medium before imaging. SMT. For single-molecule imaging, we used a custom-built fluorescence microscope built around a commercial microscope body (TiE; Nikon) as described in ref. 40 . In brief, a 638-nm laser (IBEAM-SMART-640-S, 150 mW; Toptica) beam for SiR-labeled cells and a 515-nm laser (Cobolt Jive, 300 mW; Cobolt) beam for TMR-labeled cells was adjusted in size with a pinhole and focused on the back focal plane of a high-NA objective (100× 1.45 Plan Apo; Nikon) to achieve HILO. The fluorescence light was filtered and subsequently detected by an electron multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) camera (iXon Ultra DU 897U; Andor). The setup was controlled with the NIS Elements software (Nikon) and a NIDAQ data acquisition card (National Instruments).
We used different camera integration times (τ int ) and varied the dark time between two consecutive frames to address different aspects of SRF binding kinetics. To track diffusing and bound molecules (see Fig. 2 ), we fixed τ int to 10 ms and measured the displacement between two consecutive frames. Two consecutive frames were followed by a dark time of 5 s to allow for equilibration between diffusing and bound molecules. For measuring DNA residence times (see Figs. 3 and 6 and SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ), we used τ int of 50 ms and inserted dark times between two consecutive frames varying from 100 ms to 60 s as described in ref. 24 . The dark time sums up with the integration time to the time-lapse time (τ tl ). Additionally, continuous movies were acquired to resolve short binding events. To determine the proportion of long to all binding events during a short time interval, we made use of a recently developed illumination scheme called interlaced time-lapse microscopy (41). In short, two consecutive frames with τ int = 50 ms were followed by a dark time of 2 s (see . Molecules surviving at least one dark period were classified as long binding events, whereas molecules appearing in at least two consecutive frames without or with an interspersed dark time were classified as all binding events (long or short). Ratios of long bound to all bound molecules were calculated for each cell. Only interlaced time-lapse microscopy (ITM) movies with a total molecule number (diffusing and binding) ranging between 200 and 1,000 were analyzed.
Results

Characterization of Functional Properties of Halo-Tagged SRF
Molecules. To analyze SRF at single-molecule resolution, we started with an established fibroblast cell line, i.e., murine NIH 3T3 cells stably expressing fusion proteins of the HaloTag connected to the N terminus of murine SRF (Halo-SRF; see Materials and Methods). The HaloTag system consists of the modified bacterial enzyme haloalkane dehalogenase that covalently binds cell-permeable ligands coupled to fluorophores such as TMR or SiR in living cells (20) .
In the first set of experiments, we investigated the functionality of Halo-SRF in NIH 3T3 fibroblasts (Fig. 1) . Compared with endogenous SRF levels, a 2.5-fold (2.5 ± 0.4; n = 4) overexpression of Halo-SRF was observed in immunoblots (Fig. 1B) . The HaloTag has a molecular weight of ∼30 kDa, resulting in a Halo-SRF fusion protein of roughly 100 kDa. Halo-SRF molecules were constitutively localized in the nucleus (Fig. 1 C-E) , as known for endogenous SRF. So far, SRF subcellular localization was not analyzed at superresolution. We employed superresolution microscopy technique dSTORM [direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (42) ] to image Halo-SRF molecules in nuclei ( Fig. 1 D and E) . In dSTORM, stochastic photoswitching of single fluorescent molecules between bright and dark states allows for localization of individual fluorophores beyond the diffraction limit, thereby achieving resolution of up to 20 nm. Our dSTORM data suggest SRF distribution throughout the entire nucleoplasm but sparing nucleoli (Fig. 1D) . Halo-SRF molecules accumulated in clusters (arrows in Fig. 1E ).
To further investigate Halo-SRF function, we characterized promoter binding ( Fig. 1 F-I ) and gene induction ( Fig. 1 J-Q) . In ChIP assays, Halo-SRF was bound to promoter elements of the IEGs Egr1 (Fig. 1F ) and cFos ( Fig. 1G ) as well as actin cytoskeletal genes Acta2 (Fig. 1H ) and Ankrd1 (Fig. 1I) . Stimulation with serum (10% FCS) did not overtly alter Halo-SRF occupancy at IEGs but enhanced Halo-SRF promoter binding at both cytoskeleton-associated genes ( Fig. 1 F-I ), in line with previous ChIP data (15) .
Next, gene induction of NIH 3T3 cells expressing endogenous SRF was compared with fibroblasts additionally expressing Halo-SRF ( Fig. 1 J-Q) . The genes Egr1 (Fig. 1J) , cFos (Fig. 1K) , Egr3 (Fig. 1N) , and Arc (Fig. 1O) were strongly induced by serum administration 30 min to 1 h after stimulation. Expression profiles were almost identical for cells expressing endogenous SRF only and Halo-SRF, suggesting a physiological gene response not altered by Halo-SRF. Genes encoding for components of the actin cytoskeleton were also up-regulated by FCS; however, maximum induction was reached at 1 h or later ( Fig. 1 L, M, P, and Q). For these genes, we observed further augmentation of mRNA levels by Halo-SRF ( Fig. 1 L, M, P, and Q).
Overall, Halo-SRF expression showed comparable localization, promoter occupancy, and gene expression profiles as known for endogenous SRF.
Determination of Mobile and Chromatin-Associated Halo-SRF
Molecules. To visualize single Halo-SRF molecules in living cells, NIH 3T3 cells were stained with SIR ligand before imaging. Subsequently, we used HILO microscopy, exciting single Halo-SRF molecules in a thin light sheet of ∼2 μm. To identify the percentage of chromatin-bound molecules compared with diffusing molecules, we employed an illumination scheme consisting of two consecutive frames (10 ms of illumination each) interspersed with 5 s of dark time to allow for equilibration between diffusing and bound molecules ( Fig. 2A) . Single molecules in movies were tracked with previously described tracking software (see Materials and Methods).
We measured the displacement ("jump distances") of individual Halo-SRF molecules between two 10-ms frames in starved as well as stimulated cells (Fig. 2 A, B , and E) as reported previously (40) . Since SRF regulates IEG and actin cytoskeletal genes with different temporal profiles ( Fig. 1) , we analyzed the fraction of chromatin-bound SRF molecules in 20-min time intervals after serum addition for up to 2 h ( Fig. 2 G and I) .
SRF molecules showed a distribution of jump distances within the 10-ms interval ranging between few nanometers (value indicative of localization precision) up to 1.2 μm, corresponding to immobilized and highly mobile Halo-SRF molecules, respectively ( Fig. 2 B-F and Movie S1). The measured jump distances of all recorded molecules for each condition were plotted in a histogram (starved condition in Fig. 2F ; other conditions in SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). Since the nucleoplasm is packed with chromatin and proteins, we would not expect free Brownian but rather anomalous diffusion (43) . Indeed, for all conditions, the distribution of single-molecule displacements was fitted best with a three-component diffusion model (Fig. 2H ) as previously seen for STAT1, p53, and c-Myc (26, 28, 31) . We approximated the diffusive behavior with a model of two diffusion components in addition to a component resulting from the bound population, as reported for other TFs previously (24, 26, 28, 31) . Here, the slowest diffusion component is representative for chromatin-bound molecules. Since we do not expect cell stimulation to change diffusion coefficients, we globally fitted the diffusion coefficients for all conditions, whereas fractions were fitted individually for each condition (see Materials and Methods). For the immobile chromatin-bound fraction, we determined an average diffusion coefficient of D 1 = 0.14 ± 0.02 μm 2 /s (Fig.  2H) corresponding to a localization precision of the microscopic setup of 75 nm in line with previous reports for STAT1 and Sox2 (23, 31 (Fig. 2H) . Already, in starved cells, 35% of all detected Halo-SRF molecules are bound to DNA, whereas 65% are either slowly or quickly diffusing (Fig. 2I ). This is a relatively high percentage compared with previous reports on p53 having solely 10% of chromatin-bound molecules in the unstimulated state (28) . Serum stimulation slightly elevated the bound fraction by 2 to 3% at two time intervals (Fig. 2I) , 1 min to 20 min (38.4 ± 4.0%) and 100 min to 120 min (37.0 ± 5.0%) compared with starved fibroblasts (35.4 ± 2.8%).
In summary, the mobility behavior of single Halo-SRF molecules was characterized with a three-component diffusion model. Roughly one-third of all molecules were chromatin-associated, a fraction slightly elevated upon stimulation (SI Appendix, Table S2 ).
SRF Residence Time Is Prolonged by Cell Stimulation. In the previous experiment, we determined an immobilized fraction of ∼1/3 of all molecules potentially bound to chromatin (Fig. 2) . Those bound molecules typically segregate into two categories, short and long bound TF molecules, as reported in the literature (20) . Short binding (<1 s) molecules are considered to bind unspecifically to chromatin for target search. In contrast, longer binding molecules (>1 s) are considered to bind to specific promoter sequences in transcriptionally active regions (35) . In the next step, we measured SRF residence times with and without cell stimulation for such fractions of chromatin-bound SRF molecules (Fig. 3) .
To determine chromatin residence times, we made use of a published time-lapse illumination scheme (24) having 50-ms laser exposure times interspersed with varying dark times ranging from 0.1 s to 60 s (Fig. 3A) . Additionally, continuous illumination movies ("cont.") were acquired to resolve short binding events (Fig. 3 A, B , and E). TFs "surviving" longest dark times between two illuminations have highest residence times. Different dark times are necessary to accurately determine residence times, since, in movies recording short dark times, long binding events are not fully covered due to photobleaching, and residence times are underestimated, whereas long dark times fail to track faster transient binding events (24, 30) .
We analyzed serum-starved NIH 3T3 cells along with cells stimulated with FCS for 1 min to 60 min or 60 min to 120 min (Movie S2). Since some movies with longest dark times took up to 40 min, analysis of 20-min time intervals as done before (Fig.  2) was precluded. For each condition, we recorded the time a bound molecule was visible (Fig. 3B ) and collected these times in residence time histograms for starved cells (Fig. 3C ) and cells stimulated for the first (Fig. 3D) or second (Fig. 3E) hour with FCS. SRF molecules remaining within an area of up to 0.32 μm 2 for at least two frames were considered bound ( Fig. 3B ; see Materials and Methods). To determine a fitting model characterizing our data best, we calculated the reduced χ 2 (χ 2 /ν) for a one-, two-, and three-rate decay model. The three-rate decay model including three dissociation rate constants was the most appropriate model, with χ 2 /ν = 1.63 compared with the two-rate model (χ 2 /ν = 1.81) and the one-rate model (χ 2 /ν = 1.83). The three dissociation rate constants (k off 1, k off 2, and k off 3) correspond to three residence time regimes characterized by the corresponding average residence time (short, intermediate, or long; Fig. 3 C-E and F). The interaction of an SRF molecule at a particular chromatin position belongs to one of these three residence time regimes, but the same SRF molecule might switch to a different fraction at any later timepoint, depending on the local binding environment.
From the three off-rate constants (k off 1, k off 2, and k off 3) obtained from the fit, we calculated the average residence time for all three residence time regimes with and without stimulation (Fig. 3F) . In starved cells, the longest bound fraction of SRF molecules persisted on chromatin already for an average of approximately 1 min (55 ± 20 s). Interestingly, FCS stimulation increased the duration of the average binding time of longest bound SRF molecules fivefold, now resulting in more than 4 min (278 ± 178 s). This elevation was transient, since, in the second hour of stimulation, the average binding time decreased again (145 ± 74 s). For the intermediate bound fraction, the average residence time in starved cells was approximately 3 s (3 ± 1 s; Fig. 3F ).
Upon
and more than doubled to 9 s (9 ± 2 s) in the second hour of stimulation. The average residence time of the short bound fraction was 0.1 s (0.1 ± 0.01 s; globally fitted for all conditions; Fig. 3F ).
Taken together, we observed three residence time regimes for the binding of SRF molecules with short, intermediate, or long residence times on chromatin (summarized in SI Appendix, Table  S2 ). The long residence time was increased in the first and, to a somewhat lower extent, in the second hour after FCS stimulation.
Cell Stimulation Enhances the Long Chromatin-Bound SRF Fraction at Discrete Time Intervals. SRF target genes were regulated within minutes after cell stimulation (Fig. 1) . In the previous experiment, we determined accurate residence times in 60-min time frames (Fig. 3) . However, this temporal resolution was not suited to resolve more rapid changes in the SRF-mediated gene expression profile. To investigate long binding events during short time intervals (i.e., 20 min) after stimulation, we employed a new illumination protocol, termed "interlaced time-lapse microscopy" (41) . ITM allows for calculation of fractions of long bound and short bound Halo-SRF molecules. Of note, the ITM ratio we measured likely involves alterations in the fraction of long bound molecules but also changes of the residence time, since the probability for a molecule to survive a 2-s dark time is higher the longer the average residence time is. In this illumination scheme, two subsequent image acquisitions (each 50-ms exposure times) are followed by a rather long dark time of 2 s (Fig. 4A) . Bound molecules "surviving" at least one dark time in an area of up to 0.08 μm 2 were classified as long binding events, whereas molecules appearing in the same spot in at least two consecutive frames without or with an interspersed dark time were classified as all binding events (Fig. 4A) . The ratio of long bound to all bound molecules was calculated within one movie for each cell. We chose a dark time of 2 s to cover especially the percentage of intermediate (∼3 s to 9 s; Fig. 3F ) plus long (∼2 min to 5 min; Fig. 3F ) binding molecules, since binding events of >1 s are presumed to be specific (35) . For unspecific short binding events (∼0.07 s), it is highly unlikely to "survive" a dark time of 2 s or more.
ITM movies of NIH 3T3 cells expressing Halo-SRF revealed a high percentage of long binding events surviving more than 2 s (examples labeled with red arrows in Fig. 4 B-E) . Furthermore, we observed short bound (green arrows) and freely diffusing (yellow arrow) molecules (Fig. 4 B-E) . Merging all singlemolecule events within a 4-min ITM movie allows for mapping localization of long plus short binding events and diffusing molecules within the nucleoplasm (Fig. 4F) . Interestingly, several long binding events appear to accumulate in clusters at various positions throughout the nucleus (arrows in Fig. 4F ). Closer inspection revealed preferential localization of such long SRF binding events outside (55% of all long binding events) but rarely (<1%) inside Hoechst-positive areas, indicative of heterochromatin regions, in the nucleus (Fig. 4 F and H) . In addition, we observed an abundance of ∼45% of all long binding events at the border between Hoechst-positive and Hoechstnegative areas (arrow in Fig. 4H , Center Left). This localization of SRF molecules was comparable in starved and FCS stimulated cells (Fig. 4H) .
As mentioned above, ITM allows classifying of molecules into binding time populations during short measurement intervals, thus enabling high time resolution of changes in binding behavior. We analyzed changes in the long bound proportion of Halo-SRF molecules upon FCS stimulation (Fig. 4G ). As before (Fig. 2) , we analyzed 20-min time bins after FCS administration. In our initial results, analyzing all binding events regardless of the residence duration, we already noted a small increase in chromatin association upon stimulation (Fig. 2) . With ITM, we focused on the fraction of long binding events only and observed a specific increase of this fraction in the first 20 min after FCS application (Fig. 4G) . In starved fibroblasts, 17.4 ± 4.9% of all Halo-SRF molecules were long bound, i.e., chromatin-associated for 2 s or more. In the first 20 min after FCS stimulation, we observed 8% more long bound molecules (24.8 ± 6.4%) compared with starved cells (SI Appendix, Table S2 ). In fact, there was a considerable cellto-cell variability, with some cells reaching 40% or more of long bound SRF molecules (gray symbols in Fig. 4G ). Interestingly, this elevation in the long bound chromatin-associated fraction was only transient and declined to the level observed in starved cells until 60 min of stimulation. After 60 min, a second rise in the long bound SRF fraction was observed, now reaching 20% (20.4 ± 7.5%). Thereafter, we again observed a drop in the long bound fraction, slightly increasing only after 100 min (Fig. 4G) . Thus, we obtained a quasi periodic pattern of increased SRF binding activity approximately every 40 min.
Data above suggest a rhythmic pattern of long-term SRF association with chromatin over the 2-h stimulation period. SRFmediated transcription strongly depends on interaction with partner proteins of the MRTF family (13, 15, 44) . Therefore, we analyzed whether long SRF associations correlated with activation of MRTF-A and MRTF-B. Both SRF partner proteins are activated by shuttling to the nucleus upon cell stimulation (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ) (44) . We noted two peaks of nuclear MRTF-A and MRTF-B entry, with MRTF-A reaching maximum nuclear levels at 20 min and MRTF-B at 60 and 100 min after stimulation (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). These peaks matched time intervals of prolonged SRF association with chromatin uncovered above in ITM experiments (Fig. 4G) .
In summary, we observed distinct peaks of long bound SRF association with chromatin at 20, 60, and 100 min of cell stimulation.
Interference with MAP Kinase Signaling, Actin Polymerization, and MRTF Cofactors Modulates SRF Residence Time. SRF activity is regulated by two classes of partner proteins: MRTFs whose nuclear availability is controlled by Rho/actin signaling and TCFs associated with MAP kinase signaling (Fig. 5A) . Since we saw a correlation of the percentage of long binding events with MRTF-A and MRTF-B activity ( Fig. 4G and SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ), we tested whether such signaling partners affect SRF residence time in fibroblasts (Fig. 5E ).
For this, NIH 3T3 were incubated with Latrunculin B (LatB), preventing actin polymerization and inhibiting nuclear MRTF entry (45, 46) . To interfere with MAP kinase signaling, the established ERK inhibitor U0126 was employed (37) . Either inhibitor or DMSO as control was applied to cells before stimulation with FCS for 1 h. Again we measured SRF binding times for different time-lapse conditions using the same illumination regime as before (Fig. 3A) .
As for Fig. 3 , we tested a one-, two-, or three-rate decay model for fitting the residence time histograms of all conditions. The three-rate decay model with χ 2 /ν = 1.38 was the best-fitting model for our data compared with the two-rate model (χ 2 /ν = 1.52) and the one-rate model (χ 2 /ν = 1.67), corroborating our previous findings (Fig. 3) . Thus, cells stimulated with FCS in the presence of DMSO (control) or inhibitors revealed segregation of all bound molecules into three fractions: short, intermediate, and long bound molecules (Fig. 5E) . Interference with Rho/actin signaling by LatB specifically decreased the residence time of the long binding SRF fraction in the first hour of stimulation (151 ± 47 s vs. 55 ± 14 s; Fig. 5 B-E), reaching a time comparable to starved cells (55 ± 21 s). In contrast, MAP kinase inhibition did not alter the long bound residence time (Fig. 5 D and E) . Instead, the residence time of the intermediate bound fraction was decreased by MAP kinase inhibition (DMSO: 1.2 ± 0.2 s vs. U0126: 0.4 ± 0.1 s), whereas this was unaffected by LatB ( Fig. 5 C and E). Besides residence times (Fig. 5 B-E) , we also analyzed LatB and U0126 in ITM experiments focusing on starved cells and cells stimulated with FCS for the first 20 min (Fig. 5F ). LatB application prevented formation of an increased long bound SRF fraction after cell stimulation, whereas U0126 did not show this effect (Fig. 5F ). These ITM results corroborate previous findings on the impact of both inhibitors on the long SRF residence time (Fig. 5E ).
We next analyzed the impact of both inhibitors on IEGs and cytoskeletal gene expression using qPCR (Fig. 5 G-J) . In line with previous reports, we noted a strong dependence of IEG induction on MAP kinases (Fig. 5 G and H) . In contrast, expression of several actin genes was predominantly inhibited by LatB (Fig. 5 I and J) .
Since LatB-mediated interference of actin/MRTF signaling reduced the long SRF residence time, we more directly addressed the question of whether MRTFs modulate SRF residence time (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). For this, NIH 3T3 cells were transfected with siRNAs targeting both Mrtfa and Mrtfb. Indeed, mRNA abundance of both genes was reduced by Mrtfa/b-directed siRNAs in comparison with control siRNAs (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 A and B) . This resulted in down-regulation of mRNA levels for several SRF/ MRTF target genes including Arc, Egr2, Acta1, and Acta2 (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 C-F) , although at lower efficacy than LatB treatment (Fig. 5 G-J) .
Subsequently, SRF residence times were measured within the first hour of FCS stimulation in cells transfected either with control siRNA or Mrtfa/Mrtfb-directed siRNA. As before (Figs. 3  and 5 ), we used a three-rate decay model to characterize the SRF residence time regimes. Upon Mrtfa and Mrtfb depletion, we observed a decrease in the average residence time for both the intermediate and long bound SRF fraction (SI Appendix, Fig.  S3G ), although to a lower extent than with LatB inhibition (Fig.  5 E and F) .
In addition to siRNA-mediated down-regulation of endogenous MRTF levels (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ), we took advantage of an SRF mutant (SRF αI helix) that harbors point mutations in the alpha helix, thereby impairing SRF interaction with MRTFs (38) . An NIH 3T3 cell line stably expressing the SRF αI helix mutant protein was left unstimulated or FCS-stimulated for 20 min, followed by imaging with the ITM protocol (Fig. 5F) . In contrast to an enhanced fraction of chromatin-associated WT SRF proteins (Figs. 4G and 5F ), FCS failed to enhance the fraction of long bound SRF molecules if MRTF interaction was precluded in the SRF αI helix mutant protein expressing NIH 3T3 cell line (Fig. 5F ). This suggests that, in WT fibroblasts, SRF−MRTF cooperativity can enhance the fraction of long SRF binding events to chromatin.
Taken together, we report a function for MAP kinases, actin polymerization, and MRTFs in adjusting SRF residence times and long bound fractions.
SRF Residence Time Is Enhanced Upon Growth Factor Stimulation in
Primary Neurons. In experiments described until now, we uncovered changes in SRF binding behavior in highly proliferative fibroblasts upon stimulation (Figs. 1-5 ). To test whether SRF binding dynamics are conserved among different cell types, we turned toward mouse primary hippocampal neurons, a postmitotic cell type highly dependent on SRF function (4, 47) . Since SRF is activated by growth factors, we tested whether growth factor stimulation affected the residence time of SRF in neurons. Here, the neurotrophic growth factor BDNF was employed to measure SRF residence times after stimulation. BDNF engages with TrkB receptor tyrosine kinases and both Rho/actin and MAP kinase signaling to activate SRF (37, 48) . To analyze cell function as closely as possible to in vivo conditions, we used primary postmitotic mouse hippocampal neurons recapitulating several aspects of neuronal differentiation in culture (Fig. 6) .
Neurons with Halo-SRF expression revealed robust nuclear Halo-SRF localization (Fig. 6A) . As seen for fibroblasts (Fig. 1) , dSTORM imaging revealed localization of individual SRF clusters throughout the nucleus (Fig. 6B) . We employed immunocytochemistry to monitor Halo-SRF expression in fixed neurons, to exclude nonneuronal cells also present in the culture. In neurons, a twofold Halo-SRF overexpression (195.3 ± 9.3 rel. units; n = 34 neurons) compared with endogenous SRF levels only (114.5 ± 6.5 rel. units; n = 21 neurons) was observed. Halo-SRF overexpression did not interfere with BDNF-mediated gene induction of endogenous mRNA levels of IEGs (SI Appendix, Fig.  S4 ). In contrast to fibroblasts, actin cytoskeletal genes analyzed in this study were not induced by BDNF in neurons (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ), in line with a previous report (37) .
Next, we determined the residence time of Halo-SRF in unstimulated neurons and neurons stimulated for 1 h with BDNF (Fig. 6 C-F and Movie S4). The imaging scheme was identical to Fig. 3A . As for the case of fibroblasts (Figs. 3 and 5 and SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ), a three-rate decay model was best at characterizing our data, with χ 2 /ν = 1.68, compared with a two-rate model (χ 2 /ν = 1.89) and a one-rate model (χ 2 /ν = 2.58). Thus, also in postmitotic neuronal cells, Halo-SRF molecules segregated into three populations: short, intermediate, and long bound molecules (Fig. 6 D-F) . The average residence time of the short bound fraction in unstimulated and BDNF-stimulated neurons (0.1 ± 0.01 s; Fig. 6F ) was similar to the one observed in fibroblasts (Fig.  3) . The residence time of the intermediate bound fraction was calculated with 1 ± 0.3 s (Fig. 6F) , thus being in a similar range as observed in fibroblasts (Figs. 3 and 5 and SI Appendix, Table S2 ). However, the average binding time of the long bound fraction in unstimulated neurons was shorter, 10 ± 2 s (Fig. 6F) , compared with fibroblast, 55 s. Notably, similar to what was observed in fibroblasts, BDNF stimulation enhanced the residence time of the long bound fraction threefold, now averaging 27 ± 5 s (Fig. 6F) . Thus, similar to serum stimulation in fibroblasts (Fig. 3) , growth factor signaling in neurons enhanced SRF residence time of the long bound fraction during the first hour of stimulation (Fig. 6) .
To compare stimulation in time intervals as applied to fibroblasts (Figs. 2 and 4) , we also used ITM in neurons (Fig. 6 G-L and Movie S5). Similar to fibroblasts (Fig. 4) , we observed short bound (green arrows), long bound (red arrows), and freely diffusing molecules (yellow arrow) also in primary neurons (Fig. 6 G-J). In unstimulated cells, the average percentage of long binding events was 27.1 ± 2.1% (Fig. 6L ). Similar to fibroblasts (Fig. 4) , the fraction of long binding SRF molecules was increased by BDNF in the first 15 min by 10%, to 36.3 ± 2.7% (Fig.  6L) . After 15 min, this fraction decreased until 45 min after BDNF administration (Fig. 6L) . Thereafter, as seen for fibroblasts (Fig. 4) , a significant second increase in the percentage of long binding events was detected between 45 min and 60 min of BDNF stimulation (Fig. 6L) .
In summary, in hippocampal neurons, we showed prolonged SRF residence time and an increased fraction of long binding SRF molecules by the growth factor BDNF.
Discussion
ITM Revealed an Increased Long Bound SRF Fraction After Cell
Stimulation. So far, the impact of cell stimulation particularly of growth factors has not been investigated with many TFs in SMT studies available. We employed ITM to focus on long bound chromatin-associated SRF fractions. Since, for this fraction, SRF binds for 2 s or more, we assume occupancy of these molecules at specific SRF promoters (see red lines in Fig. 7B ). In fibroblasts, we observed an enhanced fraction of such long bound SRF binding events to chromatin at certain time intervals after stimulation, in a periodic pattern (Figs. 4 and 7B) . Here, more long bound SRF molecules were present at around 20 and 60 min after stimulation. This temporal profile of the long bound SRF fraction was conserved in two cell types: proliferative fibroblasts and postmitotic neurons (Figs. 4 and 6) . The wave-like pattern we obtained is comparable to the behavior of other TFs, including ER (18) . For instance, dynamic ER oscillations binding to specific promoters were observed in a 40-min pattern, similarly to our findings (Figs. 4, 6 , and 7B). In our study, this rhythmic pattern correlated with the nuclear abundance of the two SRF cofactors, MRTF-A and MRTF-B, that accumulated at earlier and later timepoints, respectively, after stimulation in the nucleus (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). MRTF−SRF interactions exclude nucleosomes from SRF-directed promoters, resulting in enhanced RNA polymerase II recruitment (15) . Thus, nuclear MRTF abundance might contribute to the enhanced fraction of long SRF binding events at serum-inducible target genes. We could further support this finding by ITM experiments with cells pretreated with the actin polymerization inhibitor LatB and cells expressing an SRF mutant protein (SRF αI helix) incapable of interacting with MRTFs (Fig. 5 ). Both inhibition of MRTF nuclear entry (with LatB) and direct prevention of SRF−MRTF interaction reduced the increase of long binding events as seen for untreated WT cells in the first 20 min of serum stimulation (Fig. 5) .
Of note is that long binding SRF events appeared to cluster at several positions in the nucleus (Figs. 4F and 6K ). Such TF accumulations are reminiscent of so-called transcriptional hot spots or hubs enriched with activated RNA Polymerase II resulting in enhanced mRNA production (49) . In agreement, long binding SRF events almost exclusively took place outside chromatin-dense areas (stained with Hoechst) or at the border, but rarely inside these bona fide heterochromatic areas (Fig. 4H) . This suggests abundance of these long bound SRF molecules in transcriptionally active euchromatin areas. Thus, similar to TFs such as CREB (27) , transcription of SRF-dependent genes might also take place in such transcriptional hubs.
Taken together, the enhanced proportion of long bound SRF molecules correlated well with MRTF−SRF cooperativity, indicating a role for MRTFs in mediating long SRF binding events. ITM cannot determine absolute SRF residence times. We showed, in independent residence time measurements, an average chromatin association of long bound SRF molecules in starved fibroblasts for ∼60 s (Fig. 3) . Thus, already in unstimulated cells, we observed relatively long residence times for SRF compared with other prototypical TFs such as p53, CREB, SOX2, GR, or ER (23, 24, 27, 28, 30) . Similar long residence times in the minute range as seen for SRF have been reported only for general transcription regulators, including CTCF (40) and TBP (50) . For quiescent neurons, the long residence time was approximately sixfold lower than in fibroblasts, averaging 10 s (Fig.  6 ). This suggests cell type-specific differences in residence times for SRF. We noted IEG induction in both cell types, whereas there were differences in cytoskeletal gene induction between fibroblasts and neurons ( Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ). In fibroblasts, cytoskeletal genes selected in this study were up-regulated by stimulation, but not in neurons ( Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ). However, neurons also induce further cytoskeletal genes, as shown before (51, 52) . In general, such cell type-specific gene expression programs might contribute to differences in residence times observed. In addition, cell proliferation signals, continuously present in fibroblasts but not in postmitotic neurons, might account for these differences in residence time.
Besides unstimulated conditions, we provided a detailed SMT analysis under cell stimulating conditions. BDNF or FCS prolonged SRF residence times threefold to fivefold within the first hour in neurons or fibroblasts (Figs. 3 and 6) . This points to a conserved mechanism of regulating SRF activity through enhancing the length of SRF interaction with chromatin independent of cell type (Fig. 7B, "t") . Besides SRF, other TFs were also shown to have longer duration of chromatin binding upon cell activation, including p53, ER, and, e.g., GR (24, 25, 28, 30) . In contrast, CREB, a TF related to SRF, did only weakly respond with an increased residence time but rather showed an enhanced number of transcriptional hot spots (27) . This points to TF-specific regulation by several available mechanisms, including modulation of residence times, enhancing TF numbers bound to chromatin, or recruitment to specific gene loci (Fig. 7B ).
Population Dynamics of TF Molecules Includes Three Residence Time
Regimes. SMT together with FRAP and FCS experiments provided insight into dynamic TF behavior (18) . This included separation of a TF population into different binding time categories with distinct biophysical properties (Fig. 7A) , rather than assuming a homogenous TF population exerting static and stable TF−chromatin interactions (18, 20) . Previous SMT experiments identified two TF subpopulations, distinguishable by short and long residence times (23, 24, 27, 28, 30) . In this study, a threerate model was best suited to characterize SRF dynamics (Fig.  7) . This observation was made in fibroblasts and neurons, suggesting conserved SRF residence time regimes in diverse cell types (SI Appendix, Table S2 ). So far, molecules with a residence time of >1 s are considered to result in robust mRNA transcription at specific promoters (35) . Therefore, we assume unspecific chromatin binding of the short bound fraction, whereas both intermediate and long bound fractions are involved in specific chromatin association at SRF target genes (see red lines in Fig. 7B ). The residence time of the intermediate fraction was not obviously altered within the first hour of stimulation (see also Fig. 7B) . Notably, in fibroblasts, the intermediate bound fraction was affected by MAP kinase signaling (Fig. 5) , typically associated with SRF-mediated IEG expression. This might indicate a functional role of the intermediate bound SRF fraction in IEG regulation, allowing for more rapid exchanges of SRF at IEG promoters. In opposite to the intermediate bound fraction, we observed an increase in the residence time for long bound SRF molecules in both cell types after stimulation. This long bound SRF fraction was sensitive toward inhibition of Rho-actin-MRTF signaling in fibroblasts (Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, Fig.  S3 ). This points to a function of the Rho-actin-MRTF axis, usually associated with cytoskeletal gene regulation, in prolonging the residence time and enhancing the fraction of long bound SRF molecules in fibroblasts.
In summary, our data for SRF describe the dynamic potential of TFs to stratify into more than two different residence time regimes with distinct residence times and sensitivity toward signaling inhibitors. 
